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Established 27 AUGUST 2015

Lead FlexTech Alliance

Hub Location San Jose, California

Proposal Contributors 145+ in 27 states

Federal Funding $75 million over 5 years

Committed Matching $96 million

Government Agencies Engaged 17 DOD & OGAs

A Public-Private Partnership
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NextFlex FHE Vision

Catalyzing a robust  and 

innovative manufacturing 

ecosystem at the intersection 

of the electronics and high 

performance printing 

industries
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PROJECT CALL 4.0

PROCESS, SCHEDULE, THEMES
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PC 4.0 Topic Process

• Roadmap Gap Analysis 
• Key Topic Identification 
• Drafting by Technical Working Group (TWG) Co-Leads 
• Topic Priority by Technical Council (TC) Input
• Topic Refinement by TC Input
• Revisions by TWG Co-Leads 
• TC Voting Member Priority 
• Governing Council (GC) Voting Approval
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NextFlex-Funded Projects & Membership

• Minimum of 50% of each project’s cost must be cost-share provided by 
recipients

• 50% minimum cost-share requirement is based on entire team – not 
individual contributors

• Cost share can include labor, materials, use of equipment, travel
• Any recipient of NextFlex funding must be a member  

• Companies supplying standard COTS components to team members 
are not required to be members of NextFlex
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Manufacturing USA – A New Way of Doing Things

Submitters with experience in government funding should take special note that the ways in which 
NextFlex and Manufacturing USA institutes operate may be quite different than what you may be 
accustomed to.

NextFlex development projects should not be compared to SBIR, STTR, NIH, or other similar 
programs.

NextFlex projects are designed around time bound and measurable deliverables with clear 
performance specifications. If these cannot be established at the outset of the project, the subject 
matter under consideration may be of too low an MRL and thus more suitable for an NSF or NIH type 
proposal.

Unlike government acquisitions, these programs are aimed at co-funded development and thus a cost 
share element is required.

Project reimbursements follow cost plus approved overhead rates. Commercial rates or profit (fee) 
are not suitable for funded project submissions.
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PC 4.0 Timeline
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Project Call Announcement and Posting Aug 6

Optional PC 4.0 Webinar Aug 7

PC 4.0 Overview, Networking, and Teaming Event Aug 8

Pre-Proposal Online Cover Sheet Due Sep 25

Pre-Proposal Submission Deadline Oct 2

Full Proposal Online Cover Sheet Due (if invited to submit full proposal) Jan 8

Full-Proposal Submission Deadline Jan 15

Anticipated Technical Council Review Feb 12

Anticipated Governing Council Review Mar 1



TPD = FHE Subsystem Development:
• Develop common components of FHE systems that can be used/reused by subsequent 

members to develop product concepts and FHE demonstrators more quickly. TPD projects 
require manufacturing innovations, but specifications are related to the tech demonstrator 
rather than the manufacturing processes.

MTA = FHE Process Gap Development
• To develop and share manufacturing methods or tooling for key common gaps in the 

manufacturing process.
• Characterize the performance of those structures for use in system level FHE integration.  
• Collect data from those efforts which we can use with the PDK which is being developed in 

PC 2.0 enabling an interface with EDA tool to facilitate FHE system design and modelling.  

PC 4.0 Themes
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PROJECT CALL TOPICS

MANUFACTURING THRUST AREA
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Manufacturing Thrust Areas (MTA)
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The objectives of this topic area are to focus on developing and qualifying manufacturing processes, methods, or tools identified as FHE needs via the roadmapping
process and discussions with TWG leads and members. The processes and the tools developed will have a considerable impact on the manufacture of low-cost reliable
systems for a wide range of defense and commercial applications.

Any development of software tools should include licenses or provisions to allow NextFlex members and Institute personnel to access and use the tools for development
purposes, and it is expected that third-party licensing needs or maintenance costs required to operate the tools will be considered by the proposal team and addressed as
part of the proposal.

In the case of projects focused on process development, it is expected that those process developments will be documented in a level of sufficient detail that it is reliably
replicable and that it may be included in manufacturing guidelines for relevant processes in the future. Processes or approaches developed under NextFlex Project call
funding must provide unencumbered use licenses for their implementation on the NextFlex Technology Hub to continue the advancement of the NextFlex FHE ecosystem.

More specifically, MTA topics shall include, but are not limited to, the following deliverables:

1. NextFlex Materials and Process Database inputs at the quarterly reporting intervals following the acquisition of the data.
2. A flow chart of the process steps and design information (such as drawings, CAD files, etc.) for device fabrication or process repetition.
3. Relevant process information including:

a. Resolution, thickness and material properties (e.g., sheet resistance) that can be obtained with the developed recipe
b. Tolerance and yield of components, along with a comparison to device manufacturing processes that are currently used in the industry
c. Consistency of print quality (line edge raggedness, loss or gain in dimension, uniformity in thickness and layer roughness) of the layer(s) in the device
d. Consistency in device properties (resistance, capacitance, inductance, etc.) along with a comparison to similar devices that are commercially available
e. Optimized print equipment parameters (print speed, ink volumes, ink viscosity, curing conditions, print environment, etc.)
f. Mechanical constraints (e.g., tensile strength, bending) of the printed devices

4. Details of the method of test and measurement performed during development to establish TRL and MRL advancements.
5. Identification of the specific task and outcome that results in TRL and/or MRL advancements.
6. Cost model framework and associated assumptions for the proposed manufacturing technique.

The following section outlines the process development topics in the MTA area for PC 4.0.
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TOPIC MTA 4.1: FHE DEVICE ENCAPSULATION AND OVERMOLD

Many FHE devices will require encapsulation to protect them from damage in handling and the use environment. In addition, once protected the devices will often require

methods to attach them to other objects, which is many cases if inextricably linked to the encapsulation approach. This topic seeks encapsulation or overmold solutions and

adhesive attachment methods for FHE devices that will allow the devices to be attached to commercial or industrial assets for a wide range of use cases. Approaches must

ensure the mechanical protection, water ingress protection, and dust or contamination proofing of the device for the outlined use cases. Proposers must identify an

application or use case and the associated requirements including

• Permanent or removable attachment

• Maintenance or replacement life cycle

• Materials which the device (e.g., Si die, passives, sensors) may integrate encapsulate

• Materials attached to may include encapsulation of die bond pads for migration

• Curvature of the installation surface

• Flexure requirements during the use case

• Device size (plan area and thickness, unencapsulated and encapsulated)

• Electrical connections outside the encapsulation, e.g., to replaceable power sources or sensors or programming terminals

• Sensor or battery change allowances

• Battery charging

• Communication

Proposed encapsulation and attachment methods should be applicable to many FHE devices. Proposals to develop multiple solutions will be entertained. Modular solutions

that enable battery or sensor changes and FHE-to-FHE device connections will be given preference.

Funding under this topic will not include the design/development of the FHE devices to be encapsulated; projects should use FHE devices previously developed under

NextFlex or other funding. Proposers may provide the devices (reasonable costs to build or procure the devices can be included in the budget) or base their designs on

FHE devices that will be provided by NextFlex; proposers interested in this option should coordinate with NextFlex while developing their proposal and throughout project

execution to account for device capabilities and requirements.

Deliverables for this project must include complete process and material specifications, design files associated with the specific solution, 25 encapsulated devices, and five

unencapsulated devices (if using devices provided by the performer). The encapsulation materials availability must be specified (pilot-scale development materials to

commercial products are expected). Novel approaches requiring specialized tools may include an option to extend funding to provide such a device to NextFlex in San Jose

for institute member use and evaluation.

NEXTFLEX WEBINAR PROJECT CALL 4.0
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TOPIC MTA 4.1: FHE DEVICE ENCAPSULATION AND OVERMOLD

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

MTA 4.1 $400,000 12 months

- Completed process documents and material specifications.
- Design files identifying specific solutions.
- 25 encapsulated devices.
- 5 unencapsulated devices.
- Mechanical flex and bend test results.
- Documentation on prior art.
- Other agency funding.
- Test data meeting IP6X (dust and water).
- Software license maintenance agreements.
- All materials are commercial available with specifications .
- Processes transfer to NextFlex if NF devices are chosen.
- Interconnect to other device(s) specifications.
- Documented encapsulation process and attachment methods.
- BOM and cost analysis.
- Tooling drawings.
- Encapsulation solutions for commercial and industrial assets report.
- Commercial available material specs.
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TOPIC MTA 4.2: ADVANCED 3D ELECTRICAL DESIGN SOFTWARE SOLUTION

7 AUGUST 2018

Improvements in fabrication techniques for flexible electronics—such as precision “pick & place” and multi-axis additive

manufacturing tools—have significantly opened the design space to devices with complex and irregular geometries.

However, current electrical design tools for micro-circuitry layout are predominantly based on 2D and layered design

approaches. 3D visualizations of the device layout are becoming increasingly more available as component makers provide

CAD models for design tool integration, but design edits in the 3D environment are still limited. To address these issues,

the project call seeks innovative concepts for 3D-design user environments for the layout of FHE devices. Improvements in

live 3D editing, efficient handling for FHE component CAD model libraries, and robust layout algorithms for design on

arbitrarily complex surfaces and volumes are encouraged. The development of design constraints based on specific

additive manufacturing techniques, curvature criteria, and/or other process-related limitation are also relevant for this topic

area. Responses to this area must include compatibility with the NextFlex PC 1.0 open-source PDK or a near term path to

ensure compatibility as well as any related or complementary electrical design tool, modeling or simulation development

efforts underway. The project must deliver usable tools to NextFlex inclusive of any 1st or 3rd party licenses, and those tools

must also be made available at a reasonable cost to any NextFlex member in good standing.
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TOPIC MTA 4.2: ADVANCED 3D ELECTRICAL DESIGN SOFTWARE SOLUTION

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

MTA 4.2 $400,000 18 months

- 3D layout design software for FHE device.
- Reference design
- CAD model device libraries.
- Software tools (design, modeling and simulation).
- Design layout algorithms for complex 3D surfaces and volumes.
- Design constraints based on AM techniques, curvature criteria or other process 
limitations.
- Compatibility with any active PDK (electrical design tool, modelling of simulators).
- Other agency funding.
- Software license agreements and maintenance / subscriptions.
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TOPIC MTA 4.3: EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF CONNECTORS FOR FHE 
DEVICES AND E-TEXTILES

7 AUGUST 2018

This topic seeks evaluation and development of available methods for joining either permanently or temporarily, subsystems within FHE

devices. Approaches may focus on flexible devices, devices integrated with stretchable and textile substrates, or both. Demonstrators

may include integration pathways for optical components, biochemical sensors, electrical connections, or other comparable components.

Deliverables for the project must include key data and evaluations related to established use cases as well as prototypes, test vehicles

or reference designs, and supply sources for the key components. Connectors must be able to be connected and—if appropriate—

disconnected by hand or with simple manual tools in the field and have their functionality be demonstrated within the established use

case. Proposed projects with specific DOD customer applications or near-term consumer markets will be prioritized. Proposed program

to develop connectors from cables to traditional electronic systems are not within scope of the project call topic (for example: connector

development from twisted wire cables to soldier radios). It is expected that temporary connectors will be capable of a minimum of 100

connect and disconnect cycles and any portions that remain attached to a textile must survive at least 50 wash cycles in 60 °C. The

connectors must have at least one method to interface with printed conductors and mechanical robustness at that junction as well as

anticipated effects related to silver migration, galvanic reactions and corrosion must be hypothesized and tested as part of the project.
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TOPIC MTA 4.3: EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF CONNECTORS FOR FHE 
DEVICES AND E-TEXTILES

7 AUGUST 2018

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

MTA 4.3 $250,000 18 months

- Key evaluation data of joining the devices (temporarily or permanently).
- Reference designs.
- CAD Design files.
- Process documentation
- Test data (cycling).
- Key component suppliers and specs.
- Connector handling can be done manually or by a simple tool.
- Demonstrators:

a) The connectors must meet 100 connect-disconnect test cycles.
b) Textile attached device must service 50 wash test cycles in 40 °C water.

- Test data on printed conductors to interconnect junction (electrical and mechanical) 
from test cycles.
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TOPIC MTA 4.4: DEVELOPMENT OF A CARRIER SYSTEM APPROPRIATE FOR 
SHEET-TO-SHEET FHE MANUFACTURING

7 AUGUST 2018

Develop a working system which can hold flexible and/or stretchable thin substrates throughout processing (inclusive of

printing, component placement, and encapsulation steps as well as in-process metrology) where the flexible substrate can

be attached and removed through an envision automation process, with the performance comparable to that seen in rigid

panel processing. The proposed program must address the bond and release stress to include scalable-to-commercial

size substrates used in electronic assembly (i.e., up to 18” × 24”). The scale-to-commercial substrate sizes must

consider the total weight of the carrier as applicable to robotic handling used in commercial assembly tooling. The

substrate carrier solution must enable processing to include multiple printing steps, die and component attach, several

thermal cycles for curing and sintering (150 °C to 250 °C required), and combinations of quality assurance and final test.

The method and materials must keep the substrate in a very flat condition at a level suitable for bare die flip chip bonding

(maximum deviation under any single bare die component must be 1 µm or less). The optimal approach should be cost

effective (and reusable), and cost analyses should be inclusive of any manufacturing costs or licensing fees for

background IP. In addition, the preferred solution would allow for good to moderate thermal transfer from a heated platen

or chuck that the carrier and substrate are placed on for processing. It should not be assumed that the platen or chuck

has any specific capability such as vacuum holding. Any development proposed must reference relevant industry

standards or prior art and ensure that it is addressing known challenges in fixturing sheet based flexible substrates.

Deliverables for this project must include complete process and material specifications, as well as CAD models and

construction drawings, 20 working carrier systems with a minimum size of 200 mm × 300 mm and preference will be

given to approaches that enable double-sided assembly and integration. The double-sided assembly is a critical

distinction from commercial flexible display bond-and-release manufacturing processes. Removal of processed substrates

are to be demonstrated without damaging printed structures or components placed.
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TOPIC MTA 4.4: DEVELOPMENT OF A CARRIER SYSTEM APPROPRIATE FOR 
SHEET-TO-SHEET FHE MANUFACTURING

7 AUGUST 2018

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

MTA 4.4 $250,000 9 months

- Carrier system must accomplish the following, hold flexible/ stretchable 
materials during processing, easy removal of substrate without stress. The 
processing involves, printing, die / component attachment, thermal cycling, 
curing and sintering. 
- Handling during QA and final testing.
- Maintain a flatness of 1-Micron through its handling for the area of a given 
die.
- Cost effective and reusable.
- Reference relevancy of any prior art or standards.
- 3D CAD files
- 2D inspection drawings
- Cost Analysis
- Process specs
- Carrier testing report
- BOM
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TOPIC MTA 4.5: HIGH LAYER COUNT FHE PROCESSING WITH IC INTERFACE
DEMONSTRATION 

7 AUGUST 2018

Proposals in this topic will demonstrate high-density FHE designs that provide a compatible alternative for traditional

methods of electronic manufacturing such as PCB plate and etch approaches. Consequently, proposals in this area

should seek to advance the leading edge of high layer count—i.e., eight layers or greater in at least one section of the

design—and interconnectivity with either bare die or conventional packaged electronics. Any demonstration should be

centered on a specific application that requires or benefits from multiple internal conductive layers and include

interconnects to chipsets and SMT components using inks, paste, and solder materials. Interconnects demonstrated

during this project should be tested for both electrical and mechanical faults. This must include integration of

components and evaluation of systems function as well as thermal management. Critical factors that successful

proposals must address include: registration and alignment, interconnect viability, and bend survivability between bare

die or packaged ICs over a single axis bend of 50 mm radius in areas between the components. Project results should

determine the optimal combination of materials and process steps to achieve the end prototype product and deliver 25

working devices complete with materials data, fabrication process documentation and flow, test methods used and a

summary of all results the test results. Proposals should deliver an estimated cost and process time comparison

compared to conventional processing. Proposals must clearly identify a calculated conductivity requirement for the

interconnects and traces to ensure IR drop does not compromise system functionality under the operating temperature

range of -40 °C to +85 °C and establish feasibility based upon prior work. All materials and process data used and

characterized in the project must be uploaded or input to the NextFlex Materials and Process Database.
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TOPIC MTA 4.5: HIGH LAYER COUNT FHE PROCESSING WITH IC INTERFACE
DEMONSTRATION 

7 AUGUST 2018

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

MTA 4.5 $700,000 18 - 24 months

- Demonstrate 8 layer or greater in the design (in at  least 1 section).
- Interconnectivity with conventional electronics.
- Test data from the electrical and mechanical fabrication of materials, dies 
and components, registration and interconnects.
- Delivery of 25 working units with materials data, fabrication processes and 
test methods.
- Summary report of the tested units.
- Cost of all the processes compared conventional processes.
- Material data files
- Transfer / upload process data and materials specs to NextFlex Materials 
and Process Database.
- Cost study and process time trials report
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TOPIC MTA 4.6: FLEXIBLE BATTERY INTEGRATION DEMONSTRATION AND 
REFERENCE DESIGNS 

7 AUGUST 2018

Projects in this topic area will produce for the NextFlex community reference designs for battery, energy storage, or power

sources integration into FHE devices. Proposals must include two elements:

• A paper study comparing battery chemistries, cell designs, and the systems required to support their use. The study shall

include both primary and secondary batteries. Comparisons must include at least electrical performance characteristics (e.g.,

power density, energy density, cell voltage, internal resistance), mechanical properties (flexibility, bend radius), power

management circuit elements, and commercially available cell configurations. The study should be presented in a form that

facilitates selection by designers. Any baseline efforts should leverage prior work including development work done under

SEMI or FlexTech programs.

• Development and testing of two reference designs for FHE integration—one based on rechargeable cells and one based on

primary cells. Analysis of alternatives in the design process should be presented. Each reference design must include cell

selection, power management circuit, manufacturing strategy—including interconnect methodology and encapsulation / final

packaging—as well as a proposed method to integrate with an FHE device (e.g., lamination strategy and method to make

electrical connections before or after encapsulation). The reference designs must be fabricated and tested to provide

performance characteristics, mechanical properties, and initial reliability data, including of charge and discharge testing.

Nominal specifications for the reference designs will include:

o Minimum capacity 400 mAh (or 120 mAh with a footprint constraint of less than 1.6 cm2)

o 3.7 V supply

o Average bend radius requirement 3 cm; flat segments up to 1 cm

o Thickness of less than 2.3 mm

The generated reference designs must be made available to NextFlex and its members with unencumbered rights for their use.
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TOPIC MTA 4.6: FLEXIBLE BATTERY INTEGRATION DEMONSTRATION AND 
REFERENCE DESIGNS 

7 AUGUST 2018

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

MTA 4.6 $400,000 12 months

- Paper study of battery chemistry, cell design and systems requirement for 
both primer and secondary batteries.
- Electrical performance characteristics (power, density, energy, and 
voltage).
- Mechanical properties (flex and bend).
- Power management circuitry.
- Commercially available cell config.
- Development and test of two reference designs for FHE integration: one 
on rechargeable cells and another on primary cells.
- Analysis of alternate designs.
- Reference deign must include cell collection, power management circuit,  
manufacturing strategy and interconnect methods. Including encapsulation 
and final packaging.
- Proposed method to integrate with FHE devices.
- 25 functional units.
- Power charge and discharge test report.



PROJECT CALL TOPICS
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Technology Platform Demonstrators (TPD)
The flexible hybrid electronics TPDs are used to highlight technology capabilities based on FHE manufacturing processes. The technology platform projects are

not intended to result in product development, but rather are an opportunity to showcase FHE capability and manufacturing technologies broadly with the

intention of encouraging designers and OEMs to incorporate these technologies into their future products. TPD programs are encouraged to demonstrate FHE

manufacturing relevance to funded DOD programs of record and/or commercial product opportunity. In addition to highlighting technology capability, TPDs will

also facilitate the identification of critical and pervasive manufacturing gaps to productize the demonstrated technology. The proposals should fall within TRL 4 to

TRL 7 range. TPD projects should produce a minimum set of functional prototypes as outlined in the topic descriptions and deliver them to NextFlex in San Jose,

California, for testing and demonstration purposes. Please note that quantities of delivered prototypes have been identified to ensure scalable manufacturing

techniques are used in the production of the demonstrators. In PC 4.0 it is the intent of the TWGs that these demonstrators will provide a common subsystem

approach that will allow subsequent projects or teams to rapidly develop application-based demonstrators, which while not optimized for performance, will greatly

accelerate the speed of proving concepts for prospective applications. In addition to the prototypes, TPD projects will provide the following deliverables:

1. Prototype Specifications including:

a. Description of the capability provided by the TPD or manufacturing process.

b. Expected size, weight, and volume of the TPD.

c. Expected operating environment and range that will be evaluated during the effort.

d. The approach to powering the TPD and methods for recharge or battery replacement, if appropriate.

e. Data acquisition approach and communication protocols, if appropriate.

2. NextFlex Materials and Process Database inputs at the quarterly input following the acquisition of the data.

3. A flow chart of the process steps and design information (such as drawings, CAD files, etc.) for device fabrication or process repetition for R&D purposes.

This information will include, but not be limited to: schematics, component bill of materials, netlist, layouts, print files, materials used, manufacturing

methods, tools, and process information as well as programming information and any source code or assembly language code and information on

compatible compilers and boot loaders for the microcontroller (if applicable).

4. Details of the method of test and measurement performed during development to establish TRL and MRL advancements.

5. Identification of the specific task and outcome that results in TRL and/or MRL advancements.

6. Twenty-five (25) functioning devices (unless otherwise specified in the topic area), demonstrators, or prototypes delivered to NextFlex
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TOPIC TPD 4.7: LARGE-AREA SENSOR SYSTEM FOR STRUCTURAL HEALTH 
MONITORING

7 AUGUST 2018

Large-area sensor systems for structural health monitoring have numerous applications. This topic seeks proposals to

develop a large-area sensor system that can monitor a surface or volume that is at least three-square feet surface area.

The sensor system should be flexible and able to conform to surfaces or wrap around edges of structures/volumes.

Sensor systems should monitor strain, impact, temperature, or other parameters as defined by the project responder.

Also of interest are systems that include the capabilities to sense and respond via actuation. Each project responder shall

clearly define the target application and the merits of the sensor system in that application, as well as analogous

applications which would also benefit from such a platform. Sensor systems that are applied early in product life cycles

and remain useful through production processes and into the usage life of the product are of high interest. Methods of

attachment of the sensor system shall be clearly defined. Sensor systems that can provide the location of a particular

measurement, or group of measurements, are of high interest. Proposals that include external DOD agency funding for

technology solutions to specific DOD requirements or direct funding from a separate commercial business unit will be

prioritized.
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TOPIC TPD 4.7: LARGE-AREA SENSOR SYSTEM FOR STRUCTURAL HEALTH 
MONITORING

7 AUGUST 2018

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

TPD 4.7 $800,000 18 months

- A system that can monitor an area of at least three-square feet
- Sensor should be flexible, conformable to irregular surfaces, edges, 
structures, volumes. 
- Sensor system should monitor strain, impact, temperature, and other key 
parameters.
- Define target applications and the merits of the application.
- Define attachment methods.
- Reference information of sensor location of measurement. 
- Report any external DOD funding
- 25 functional sensors, 3-5 functional systems
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TOPIC TPD 4.8: MINIMALLY INVASIVE WEARABLE FLEXIBLE DEVICES FOR 
MONITORING OF FLUID-BASED BIOMARKERS

7 AUGUST 2018

There are numerous wearable physiological sensors available in the market for monitoring of parameters such as heart rate, temperature, blood oxygen level, etc. In contrast, there is a

limited number of wearable biomarker sensors for continuous and non-invasive monitoring of biochemical parameters, such as electrolytes, metabolites, proteins, blood gases, etc. This is

due in part to significant device integration challenges. NextFlex has devoted significant resources toward development of low-cost wearable saliva and sweat sensors that are particularly

suited for measurement of some metabolites and electrolytes under moderate-to-high-exertion activities. Minimally invasive and frequent analysis of fluid-based biomarkers are highly

desired in applications ranging from diabetes management to infectious disease diagnosis and management to fatigue and stress monitoring.

In this topic area, proposals for development of non-invasive or minimally invasive fluid collection solutions integrated with on-demand to continuous biochemical marker sensing modalities

in user-friendly wearable formats that support the “wear-and-forget function” for at least 24 hours are requested.

Biomarkers of interest include metabolites (e.g., lactate or glucose), small molecules (e.g., cortisol and Orexin-A), and proteins (e.g., inflammatory biomarkers such as cytokines) which can

be extracted from biofluids such as interstitial fluid, lacrimal (tear) fluid, sweat or saliva. Proposers should choose a specific biomarker (or biomarker panel) and provide clear clinically-

driven justifications for their choice. These justifications include:

1. relevance of the chosen biomarker to a specific concept of operation for which continuous/on-demand monitoring is advantageous;

2. proven correlation between the chosen biomarker concentration levels in the biofluid from which it is extracted compared to plasma, and

3. physiologically and operationally relevant range of biomarker concentration and assessment that the chosen approach can measure with appropriate range and precision.

Furthermore, proposers should provide a maturity level analysis on the fluid collection methodology and justify its applicability for situations of low physical exertion. Proposers should

demonstrate that their approach to biomarker sensing and overall wearable solution is suitable for continuous and on-demand monitoring for a monitoring frequency of at least every 30

minutes. Clinical studies to establish biomarker/health status correlations are outside the scope of this work, however, collaborations outside of the NextFlex-funded project in support of

such studies are highly desired and encouraged.

Proposers should show the benefits of FHE technologies from both manufacturability and user comfort standpoints. Twenty-five (25) TPD prototypes should be delivered at project

completion.

The resulting deliverable hardware must satisfy the following criteria:

• Any sampling and sensing modality must be flexible or conformable

• The manufacturing process for FHE components or the integration of the sampling sensors into an FHE device must be able to be reproduced using the process line at the NextFlex

Technology Hub in San Jose, CA, or comparable facilities, or the prototype must be able to be integrated into an FHE multisensory platform using established manufacturing

techniques.

Proposals must include an assessment of acceptable cost for the projected use case, and a cost analysis for manufacturing at scale. It should also indicate whether the proposed solution is

a fully disposable system, partially reusable, or a fully reusable solution.

Ideal proposals should seek to demonstrate an additively manufactured or system integrated/printed microfluidic or microneedle or comparable sampling solution that can be integrated into

the FHE system. Key functionalities of the integrated device should include either:

1. Integrated sensing elements within the device that can take continuous measurements with static fluid access, or

2. Active fluid control such as pumping, valving, metering, and sensing, realized from primarily printed / additively manufactured methods.

Other desired functionalities are lysing, rinsing, anti-fouling surfaces as appropriate. Device must demonstrate “flex” (bend radius of 25 mm or less). Ideal solution may contain stretchable

devices with elongation of at least 10 percent. Full operating performance must be maintained during these mechanical deformations.
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TOPIC TPD 4.8: MINIMALLY INVASIVE WEARABLE FLEXIBLE DEVICES FOR 
MONITORING OF FLUID-BASED BIOMARKERS

7 AUGUST 2018

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

TPD 4.8 $1,000,000 18 months

- Device must demonstrate bending and flexing with elongation of at least 10% during fully 
operation.
- "Wear-and-forget” function for a minimum of 24 hours
- Biomarkers are metabolites, small molecules, and proteins extracted from sources such as 
interstitial fluid, lacrimal (tear) fluid, saliva, or sweat.
- Selection of specific biomarkers must have a clear clinically driven justification of choice. 
- Provide a maturity level analysis on the fluid collection methodology and applicable justification.
- Demonstrate the approach to biomarker sensing and overall wearable solution suitable for 
continuous and on-demand monitoring for a monitoring frequency of at least every 30 min.
- Show the benefits of FHE technologies from both manufacturability and user comfort
- Any collaborator conducted studies.
- 25 functional prototypes that are flexible and conformable.
- Demonstrate the process at the NextFlex San Jose facility (verification).
- Cost analysis for scale-up (disposable use).
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TOPIC TPD 4.9: LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE ELECTRONICS PLATFORM FOR UAVS 
AND DRONES

7 AUGUST 2018

This topic seeks to develop a lightweight electronics platform demonstrator using FHE manufacturing that serves multiple functions needed for airborne platforms

such as micro-UAVs.

These multiple functions must be integrated together and could include:

• Power conversion (e.g., solar cells, receivers for beamed power)

• GPS

• Communication (send/receive signals)

• Counter-UAV

The demonstrated electronics platform should:

• Produce a significant net reduction of weight over traditional, separate systems with the same multi-functionality.

• Be flexible and adhere to the body of the micro-UAV or other airborne asset minimizing aerodynamic drag.

• Include lightweight batteries or capacitors for energy storage.

• Demonstrate at least one power conversion function.

• Demonstrate at least one communication function.

The method for accumulating power/energy, a rough efficiency calculation, and the communication methodology must be described and demonstrated. Flight

endurance of at least 45 minutes is required, and the UAV and FHE electronics are expected to survive typical operating conditions throughout repeated launch,

flight, and landing. The program is expected to deliver a minimum of 10 working FHE systems as well as two UAV assets with the complete functionality

integrated. For any communication elements, the communication distance must be reasonable for a 45-minute flight endurance and (i.e., greater than 5000 m

under line-of-sight conditions)

Proposals that include external DOD agency funding or in-kind support for technology solutions to specific DOD requirements or direct funding from a separate

commercial business unit will be prioritized. The requirement for additional DOD agency funding can be executed through the NextFlex cooperative agreement or

a separate agreement or contract. For information related to DOD labs or agencies willing to support proposals in this area with in-kind resources, please contact

NextFlex at: proposal@nextflex.us

.

mailto:proposal@nextflex.us
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TOPIC TPD 4.9: LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE ELECTRONICS PLATFORM FOR UAVS 
AND DRONES

7 AUGUST 2018

CATEGORY BUDGET DURATION DELIVERABLES

TPD 4.9 $850,000 18 months

- Lightweight FHE demonstrator for airborne use, enduring at least 45 
minutes of flight, launch and landing and maintain full functionality of 
electronics.
- Communications line-of-sight greater than 5,000 meters
- Weight comparison of FHE and conventional processes.
- Flexible and adhere to a body of a micro-UAV or other airborne asset.
- Does not contribute to flight drag that includes batteries or capacitors for 
energy storage.
- Include one or more power conversion function.
- Include one or more communication function.
- Power management study of accumulated power/energy and efficiency 
calculations.
- Description of communication methodology must described and 
demonstrated. 
- 10 fully functional demonstrators
- 2 UAV assets fully functional
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Pre Proposal Evaluation Criteria
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Criteria - for TPD and MTA

Section Section Title Criteria Explanation for Pre-Proposal 
Example 

Score
Comments

1.0 Background and Need (1) Problem statement and innovative solution
Evaluate the problem definition in line with the background information and 

the gap analysis provided.
3

(2) Technical scope and approach Evaluate based on the alignment between objectives and approach. 5

(3) Logical technical plan; Key deliverables and 

specifications

Is the project plan and approach logically organized? Look for key deliverable 

and metrics to assess the successful outcome.
4

(4) Project organization 

(5) Probability of success

(6) Business case/value proposition

(7) MRL/TRL assessment

(8) Manufacturing approach

(9) Tool accessibility (hardware and software 

proposals only)

(10) Cost and cost realism

(11) Value and quality of cost share

6.0

Capability to Meet 

Technical and Business 

Goals

(12) Experience of personnel and quality of 

relevant facilities

7.0 Workforce Development (13) Quality of WFD section

Average Score (Example) 3.36

PC 4.0 Pre-Proposal Project Review Criteria / Score Card - for TPD and MTA Proposals

Project Topic and Title: PC 4.0

Score Guide: Low=1, High=5

5.0
Budget Justification and 

Cost Share

Determine if the overall budget proposed is pragmatic to achieve the goals. 

Assess based on the cost share value, cost share source and the purpose of 

the cost share.

4

Provide succinct 

overall comments. 

Highlight strengths 

and weaknesses with 

reference to any 

particular section

2.0 Technical Objectives

3.0 Work Plan
Evaluate based on the overall duration of the project, cost of the project, and 

feasibility to achieve the stated goals.
4

Assess the strength of the PI team as well as the partner/subcontract 

organization; based on proposed WFD objectives and outcome, is it intern, 

graduate student, or training, etc.?

2

4.0
Commercialization 

Strategy

How is the technology/product a differentiator or a game changer in the 

targeted application or market or on US manufacturing? What is the realism of 

stated MRL/TRL start and end levels in line with the preliminary development 

and manufacturing paths? Will the demos/equipment/tool/SW/PDK developed 

as part of the proposal assist the growth of the ecosystem?

1.5



Full Proposal Evaluation
PC 4.0 Full Proposal Project Review Criteria / Score Card - for TPD and MTA Proposals
Project Topic and Title: PC 4.0
Score Guide: Low=1, High=5
Criteria - for TPD and MTA 

Section Section Title Criteria Explanation for Full Proposal
Sample 
Score

Comments

1.0 Background and Need
(1) Problem statement and  
innovative solution

Evaluate the problem definition in line with the background information and the gap analysis 
provided.

3

Provide succinct 
overall comments. 
Highlight strengths 

and weaknesses with 
reference to any 

particular section

2.0 Technical Objectives

(2) Technical scope and approach Is the objective, scope and approach aligned with the problem definition? 5

(3) Logical technical plan; Key 
deliverables and specifications

Does the specifications and deliverables meet the proposed objectives and final deliverables? 
What are the key tangible deliverables and how do we assess success?

5

3.0 Work Plan
(4) Project organization 

Is the project organized well with milestones and tasks; Are the task descriptions clearly   
articulated: Is the schedule aligned well with critical interdependencies identified? 

4

(5) Probability of success
Based on all of the above, including the cost and the team capability, assess the feasibility to 
achieve the stated goals.

3

4.0
Commercialization   
Strategy

(6) Business case/value proposition
Are the starting MRL/TRL accurate? Are the end MRL/TRL assessed correctly, and is it realistic 
considering the overall quality of the project and maturity of technology and approach? How 
does it impact US manufacturing?

5

(7) MRL/TRL assessment
What is the targeted application or market? How is the technology/product a differentiator or a 
game changer? 

4

(8) Manufacturing approach
Is the technology/approach matured and ready for manufacturing? Is it the right approach? 
Does it help advance the MRL/TRL goals? Do they have the right partners? Are they US-based? 
How is the maturity of process and/or manufacturing infrastructure? 

5

(9) Tool accessibility (hardware and 
software proposals only)

Evaluate based on if the demos/equipment/tool/SW/PDK developed as part of the proposal will 
be available to the ecosystem, and where they will be located.

3

5.0
Budget Justification 
and Cost Share

(10) Cost and cost realism
Evaluate if the cost assessment is pragmatic based on the overall assessment of the project 
inline with its objective, team, advancement, timeline etc.

4

(11) Value and quality of cost share Assess based on the cost share value, cost share source, and the purpose of the cost share. 4

6.0
Capability to Meet 
Technical and Business   
Goals

(12) Experience of personnel and 
quality of relevant facilities

Assess the strength of the PI team as well as the partner/subcontract organization and evaluate 
the proposal based on the set goals.

4

7.0
Workforce 
Development

(13) Quality of WFD section What aspects of WFD is proposed? Is it intern, graduate student, or training etc.? 2

Average Score (Sample) 3.92



MORE QUESTIONS? 
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This material is based, in part, on research sponsored by Air Force Research Laboratory under agreement number 
FA8650-15-2-5401, as conducted through the flexible hybrid electronics manufacturing innovation institute, 
NextFlex. The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Governmental purposes 
notwithstanding any copyright notation thereon. The views and conclusions contained herein are those of the 
authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies or endorsements, either 
expressed or implied, of Air Force Research Laboratory or the U.S. Government.


